
Chat Beyond      

Break down language barriers - Foster global unity - Maximise engagement & growth 

with Chiba Lingo

BORDERS



Chiba Neko

Who we are
Chiba Neko leverages cutting-edge AI translation

technology utilising machine learning.

Our vision is to disrupt the way audiences interact

with one another, fostering more vital, globally

connected communities.

www.chibaneko.com

Hola

Hei

Привет
こんにちは

Bonjour
Nǐ hǎo



Challenges

www.chibaneko.com

Lost in Translation
Web3 is global but Telegram & Discord international communities are still segmented

Language barrier hinder collaboration

    Misunderstood news/updates

 Siloed conversations

Neglected international audiences Unofficial international chats

 Limited commmunity engagement

Challenging community moderation  In the dark on international sentiment

Chiba Neko



Solution

Plug-and-play Ai translation bot

Instant chat translations, any language

Integrate into any channel, custom fit to your

community needs and structure 

Hi! Hope you are well from Greece

Hey all ! Let's raid!

Good morning from China!

This message is forwarded from
the Greek community channel

This message is forwarded from
the China community channel

Dynamics AI translations seamlessly connect

your desired international communities:

www.chibaneko.com

AI-Powered Translation 

Chiba Lingo:

Chiba Neko



How it Works
1.

2.

3.

Add Chiba Lingo Bot to your
preferred language channels.

Choose channels for translated
messages, e.g.., English
messages to Chinese and French.

Observe as communities interact.
All replies across communities will
be shared with connected chats.

 The image depicts Chiba translating all messages instantly
across English, Chinese, and French language channelsChiba Neko



Our Services
Perfect translation quality Real-time translation Instant forwarding 

Announcement/news translations General chat integration 109 language pairs available 

AI machine learning User-friendly interface Reliable support 

Regular updates Data privacy and security World Class Ai Translation 
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Project Benefits
Enhanced communication

Facilitates seamless communication

across diverse language groups.

Global reach
Expands the project's reach by

breaking down language barriers.

Efficient announcement delivery

Ensures timely delivery of project

updates to all members.

Streamlined operations
Automates translation processes,

saving time and resources.

Competitive advantage
Offers comprehensive language

support for a competitive edge.

Collaboration opportunities
Facilitates effective communication

with international partners.

Community inclusivity
Promotes inclusivity within the

project's community.

Data insights
Provides valuable insights into

community preferences.

Improved engagement
 Fosters increased participation

among community members.

Scalability
Adapts to evolving community needs

and expands language support.
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Statistics
Current Partners

Total Project :   14 projects

Discord Reach:    2 projects

Telegram Expansion:    12 projects

Total User Base:   21K +

Multilingual Reach:   13+ Pairs

CT Call Channel:   1

Metrics
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Packages
5 languages 

2 languages

Integration post 150$  

Ad-supported experience

Advanced Package

Choose five language pairs

Ad-free experience

FREE $350
$0 per month

per month

7 languages 
3 languages 

Premium Package
Starter Package

$450 $250
per month

per month

Adds in Buybot 
(coming soon). It's essential

in the free version
Partnership announcement

on our social media for
increased visibility

Ad-free experience

Choose seven language pairs
$25 each extra pair

Partnership announcement
on our social media for

increased visibility

Ad-free experience

Choose three language pairs

Partnership announcement 

#bestdeal

Custom Branded Bot +$1500



Integrate in
minutes

Visit chibalingo.com 

Join @chibanekosupport on Telegram for bot

setup and assistance.

Please email us at team@chibaneko.com for

custom solutions and partnership proposals.

www.chibaneko.comChiba Neko
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CLICK TO TEST 

Contact
TG: @chibanekosupport
team@chibaneko.com

www.chibaneko.com
www.chibalingo.com
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https://discord.gg/R8dsXzXy
https://discord.gg/R8dsXzXy
https://t.me/chibanekosupport
http://www.chibaneko.com/
http://www.chibalingo.com/

